Make your motel reservations early!

Rooms for the 1999 ACUBE annual meeting at the University of Wisconsin-River Falls have been reserved at the following River Falls motels (each is located about 1.5 mile from campus; shuttle service provided)

Best Western Colonial Motor Inn, 715-425-6707
$50.32 single, $61.72 double

Super 8 River Falls, 715-425-8388
$69.88 single, $79.88 double

New! Opening Summer 1999: Country Inn & Suites, 800-456-4000
(reservations will be available approximately June 1999)

Other lodging options are available in the area; visit the St. Croix River Valley tourist information site for lodging and other information at http://www.uwrf.edu/scvta/

AMCBT Then and ACUBE Now

AMCBT THEN --
At the first meeting in 1957, there were 44 members from 11 states

ACUBE NOW --
As of April 15, 1999, there are 373 members from 33 states

Note: You can see where we need to recruit. Help ACUBE as well as your colleagues by letting them know of the benefits of our organization.